
TURNER SYNDROME RESEARCH PAPER

Turner syndrome (TS) is a neurogenetic disorder characterized by partial or . However, one study of girls with TS
indicated poorer ability in word retrieval and.

This is an area of functioning in TS that requires further investigation. Includes links to in-depth articles so
that you can get more information. Many TS patients have an abnormal craniofacial morphology. TS affects
only females, as a result of an absent or partially absent sex chromosome the X-chromosome. Serra, A.
Cognitive Phenotype Visual-Spatial Skills Individuals with TS typically demonstrate normal global
intellectual functioning; however, nonverbal abilities are often significantly impaired [ 7 , 34 , 35 ].
Furthermore, failures during the transitional phase to adult care result in moderate health outcomes and
decreased quality of life. The deletion of an Xchromosome may be maternal or paternal, although most
women with TS have a paternal deletion Collin,  An uneven cognitive profile with verbal skills tending to be
significantly higher than nonverbal skills is often considered to be the hallmark of cognitive ability in TS.
Every cell in the human body contains 22 pairs of autosomal chromosomes, and one pair of sex chromosomes.
It is hoped that continuing to more precisely define the cognitive, psychosocial, neurobiologic,
endocrinological, genetic and other relevant aspects of TS will aid in developing more syndrome-specific
psychosocial interventions. Finally, cross-modal, longitudinal, randomized clinical trial and other such
comprehensive study designs are needed to start examining the relationships between aspects of TS such as
neurodevelopment, endocrine function, medical status and cognitive outcome. Adolescent girls with TS are at
greater risk for having problems related to lower social activity, poor social coping skills and increased
immaturity, hyperactivity and impulsivity compared to their peers [ 63 ]. This suggests that mood disturbance
in TS is not likely specific to TS but rather increased due to medical problems in general [ 93 ]. Other
candidate genes are currently under investigation. The degree to which women with TS are affected is
determined by the specific chromosomal abnormality. Girls with TS are typically treated with growth
hormone and estrogen replacement therapies to address short stature and estrogen deficiency. Eur J Pediatr. TS
is a result of the variation in the sex chromosomes. Physical signs include edema puffy hands and feet ,
webbed neck, low hairline, low-set ears, widespaced nipples, arms that turn out at the elbows, short stature,
and low birth weight. Effect of Turner's syndrome and X-linked imprinting on cognitive status: analysis based
on pedigree data. Women with TS are often 21 cms shorter than the normal population at a height of cms
Collin,  But you can be diagnosed with TS at any age. Cognitive abilities of adolescent Turner's syndrome
patients. Transition, when adolescents move within the healthcare system from a pediatric protective and
authoritative environment to an adult one that demands healthcare autonomy and a degree of independence
and responsibility, is a difficult stage. These data suggest that while executive tasks in general may be more
effortful for individuals with TS, they may be able to compensate for this weakness to some degree by
recruiting additional prefrontal resources. Less is known regarding psychosocial and psychiatric functioning in
TS but essential aspects of psychotherapeutic treatment plans are suggested in this report. However, there is an
absence of work examining the needs of research participants with Turner syndrome, a chromosome disorder
linked with mild cognitive impairment and its potential impact on research interviews. Although a rare disease
with an incidence of 1 in female births, it is nevertheless the most common sex chromosome abnormality of
human females. Brain activation in frontal-parietal regions tends to be increased compared to controls during
easier tasks but reduced during more difficult tasks [ 43 , 66 ]. Patients are susceptible to a number of chronic
conditions, including heart defects. It is an easy-to-read resource as you learn about and live with this
condition.


